the economical & cost effective DVR

XQ Lite Series

Main Functions

System Configuration
- Powerful Recording & Performance (4ch, 1,000fps Display / Recording - each D1 resolution)
- Max. 30ch(30ch) SATA HDDs built-in on using DC power
- User Friendly Control by Quick button, Mouse and Remote control
- Each Camera Resolution (720x480, 720x576, 360x240), Image quality, Frame rate control available
- LIVE Image edition, Digital 2 X Zoom, 1 Spot monitor support

Smart Recording & Search system
- Optimal Recording mode with Event, Enforcement, Schedule recording
- Support 16ch playback Sequentially / Event/Motion, Sensor search
- External backup device (USB & DVD-RW) support and others support (CD/DVD-RW, Memory Stick, Network backup, USB HDD, External HDD)
- Easy backup by AV backup, MINI viewer backup

Powerful Networking
- 10/100 Base-T Networking
- Full support for Remote function via DHCP, DNS, Static/Dynamic IP networking, NTP E-mail notification, C&hellip
- Various network SW support for REMOTE, CMS, AGENT, PDA
- Simultaneous monitoring on 64ch, e-Map support and alarm event function by CMS

Multiple functions
- Self-diagnosis and notification of system status with S.M.A.R.T interface
- Multi-language available (English/Japanese/Chinese/French/Spanish/Portuguese/Danish/Italian/Turkish/Polish/Russian/Taiwanese/Korean)
- Security enforced management by 9 levels

Feature points
- Pentaplex function (Live/Recording/Playback/Networking/Backup at the same time)
- Independent MPEG4 compression technology
- CMS Integration support for 64ch : Alarm/Event, Setup, Group mapping, e-Map management
- High performance & High Image quality (4ch : Independent D1 resolution)
- Friendly designed outlook and interface for multi function
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